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Find Your Artistic Voice
When the Second World War air raids threaten their safety in the city, Carrie and her brother Nick are evacuated to a small Welsh village. But
the countryside has dangers and adventures of its own - and a group of characters who will change Carrie's life forever. There's mean Mr
Evans, who won't let the children eat meat; but there’s also kind Auntie Lou. There's brilliant young Albert Sandwich, another evacuee, and
Mr Johnny, who speaks a language all of his own. Then there's Hepzibah Green, the witch at Druid’s Grove who makes perfect mince pies,
and the ancient skull with its terrifying curseFor adults and young people aged eight and over. Emma Reeves has created a stunning stage
adaptation of Nina Bawden’s much loved classic account of life as an evacuee in the 1940s, which opened at the Lillian Bayliss Theatre in
November 2006. This edition includes teachers' notes and activities for classes based on the play. ‘I doubt anything will beat this traditional
page-to-stage adaptation for ceaselessly involving telling of a cracking story’ - Evening Standard ‘Irresistible’ - Sunday Telegraph, Critic's
Choice ‘Richly entertaining. Funny & deeply rewarding’ - Daily Telegraph, Critic’s Choice ‘Consistently excellent’ - The Times, Critic’s
Choice ‘Dramatic, imaginative and polished’ - Evening Standard, Critic’s Choice ‘Excellent. Truly refreshing story-telling’ - Daily Mail

Artists in Their Studios
Ten Strategies of a World-Class Cyber Security Operations Center conveys MITRE's accumulated expertise on enterprise-grade computer
network defense. It covers ten key qualities of leading Cyber Security Operations Centers (CSOCs), ranging from their structure and
organization, to processes that best enable smooth operations, to approaches that extract maximum value from key CSOC technology
investments. This book offers perspective and context for key decision points in structuring a CSOC, such as what capabilities to offer, how to
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architect large-scale data collection and analysis, and how to prepare the CSOC team for agile, threat-based response. If you manage, work
in, or are standing up a CSOC, this book is for you. It is also available on MITRE's website, www.mitre.org.

Cultural Techniques
A love story told in the form of an auction catalog. Auction catalogs can tell you a lot about a person -- their passions and vanities,
peccadilloes and aesthetics; their flush years and lean. Think of the collections of Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis, Truman Capote, the Duke
and Duchess of Windsor. In Leanne Shapton's marvelously inventive and invented auction catalog, the 325 lots up for auction are what
remain from the relationship between Lenore Doolan and Harold Morris (who aren't real people, but might as well be). Through photographs
of the couple's personal effects -- the usual auction items (jewelry, fine art, and rare furniture) and the seemingly worthless (pajamas, Post-it
notes, worn paperbacks) -- the story of a failed love affair vividly (and cleverly) emerges. From first meeting to final separation, the progress
and rituals of intimacy are revealed through the couple's accumulated relics and memorabilia. And a love story, in all its tenderness and
struggle, emerges from the evidence that has been left behind, laid out for us to appraise and appreciate. In an earlier work, Was She
Pretty?, Shapton, a talented artist and illustrator, subtly explored the seemingly simple yet powerfully complicated nature of sexual jealousy.
In Important Artifacts and Personal Property from the Collection of Lenore Doolan and Harold Morris—a very different yet equally original
book—she invites us to contemplate what is truly valuable, and to consider the art we make of our private lives.

Mind Your Business
Offers photograph illustrations and essays on numerous symbols and symbolic imagery, exploring their archetypal meanings as well as
cultural and historical context for how different groups have interpreted them.

Making Comics
Published in conjunction with the Smithsonian's Archives of American Art, this book provides insight to the work of American artists and their
unique studio spaces. Over 100 photographs with letters and other primary source materials (notes, sketchbook pages, invitations, etc.) offer
an intimate perspective on the work and studios of over 100 significant American artists from the late 19th century to the 1970s. ARTISTS IN
THEIR STUDIOS shows the evolution of studio spaces and by extension the public/private personae of the artists. It also informs the public
about the holdings of the Smithsonian's Archives and creates an awareness of the value of these primary sources as historical evidence.

Alan Kitching's A-Z of Letterpress
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Skin in the Game
A profilic teacher, collage artist, painter, sculptor, and documentarian, Janice Lowry (1957-2009) succeeded at leading a full life of imagemaking and leaving an inspirational legacy. Her vibrant body of work continues to resonate with friends, family, students, and admirers. Her
assemblages, drawing from Joseph Cornell's shadow boxes, are surreal 3D worlds made of everything from worn paint and wood to table
legs and deer antlers. Both an epitaph and a look into the life of this intensely creative individual, this is published alongside a US exhibition.

Listful Thinking
What do Madonna, Martha Stewart, John Lennon, Ellen DeGeneres, Ben Franklin, Ronald Reagan, Leonardo da Vinci, Thomas Edison, and
Johnny Cash have in common? Each is (or was) a list maker. These successful people, along with CEOs and successful entrepreneurs, all
use lists to keep track of their ideas, thoughts, and tasks. Finding enough hours in the day to get everything accomplished and allow for some
downtime can be a struggle. It's no wonder so many of us are stressed, overextended, and exhausted. More than half of all American
employees feel overwhelmed, according to a study by the nonprofit Family and Work Institute. For the 54 percent of us who feel like we’re
chasing our own tails, Listful Thinking is here to prove that it doesn't have to be that way. You can still find time to relax, read a good book,
and do the things you love. Listful Thinking is the book that will give readers their lives back with indispensible tips on saving time, getting
organized, improving productivity, saving money, and reducing stress.

Lists
This unashamed visual feast celebrates the best designed and illustrated picturebooks from around the world over the past one hundred
years. Each book is a creation of genius and inventiveness, and their design and illustration represent such diverse trends as the Russian
Constructivists, Italian Futurists, and Postwar Neo-romantics. They are also mirrors of their times reflecting social concerns from a child's and
family's perspectives throughout the twentieth and into the twenty-first century. Fearlessly confronting the frontiers between a child's
picturebook and art, this is a collection of books that anyone with an interest in design, illustration, or simply children's literature should know
about.

The Bullet Journal Method
“We’re all juggling a thousand things . . . Rizzo shows us how to create the happier, more productive lives we want, one list at a
time.”?Gretchen Rubin, #1 New York Times bestselling author Anyone can make a list. But can that list make you a calmer, more mindful,
super productive and less stressed version of yourself? It’s easy to become overwhelmed by to-dos, bucket lists, and goals. The secret to
success is not just about what you put on your list but what you intentionally leave off. Less is more. Leading with intention and how you’d
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like your life to feel is key. To get your life in order once and for all, Listful Living is the journal you need. Bestselling author and Emmy Awardwinning television producer Paula Rizzo helps you make sure you’re putting the right things on your list—not just lists of tasks but those things
you truly want to do that will nourish your soul. Listful Living is the perfect book for list makers and life planners. Learn to: Tap into your own
productivity style to get more done Curate your list making to best serve the lifestyle you want to lead Prioritize what’s truly important and be
mindful of where you spend your precious energy Create a roadmap to be less stressed “Packed with practical, invaluable prompts and tools
. . . Listful Living reminds us that we can accomplish our goals, one small, intentional step at a time.” —Margarita Tartakovsky, MS, associate
editor and writer at PsychCentral.com “This guide will show you how to get more done with less effort.” —Craig Jarrow, founder and author of
Time Management Ninja

Measuring and Monitoring Biological Diversity
Revised & Updated Edition! God is love. Crazy, relentless, all-powerful love. Have you ever wondered if we're missing it? It's crazy, if you
think about it. The God of the universe—the Creator of nitrogen and pine needles, galaxies and E-minor—loves us with a radical, unconditional,
self-sacrificing love. And what is our typical response? We go to church, sing songs, and try not to cuss. Whether you've verbalized it yet or
not, we all know something's wrong. Does something deep inside your heart long to break free from the status quo? Are you hungry for an
authentic faith that addresses the problems of our world with tangible, even radical, solutions? God is calling you to a passionate love
relationship with Himself. Because the answer to religious complacency isn't working harder at a list of do's and don'ts—it's falling in love with
God. And once you encounter His love, as Francis describes it, you will never be the same. Because when you're wildly in love with
someone, it changes everything. Learn more about Crazy Love at www.crazylovebook.com.

Important Artifacts and Personal Property from the Collection of Lenore Doolan and Harold Morris, Including
Books, Street Fashion, and Jewelry
An amply-illustrated book on the Moldenhauer Archives, spanning the history of Western classical music, with essays by noted experts.

The Infinity of Lists
Reflections on how the idea of catalogs has changed over the centuries and how, from one period to another, it has expressed the spirit of
the times. Companion to the author's History of beauty and On ugliness.

Listful Living
"Writing to wives, lovers, friends, patrons, clients, premiere artists such as Frederick Edwin Church, Thomas Eakins, Winslow Homer, Andrew
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Wyeth, Rockwell Kent, Lyonel Feininger, John Sloan, Alfred Frueh, Man Ray, Alexander Calder, Dorothea Tanning, Gio Ponti, Andy Warhol,
and Frida Kahlo picture the world around them in charming vignettes, caricatures, portraits, and landscapes. Together, the words and images
of these autobiographical works of art, created for private consumption, reveal the joys and successes, loves and longings, triumphs and
frustrations of their authors' personal lives and professional careers."--BOOK JACKET.

The Book of Symbols
"With an easy, step-by-step approach, this guide shows beginners how to install, use, and maintain the world's most popular open source
database: MySQL. You'll learn through real-world examples and many practical tips, including information on how to improve database
performance. Database systems such as MySQL help data handling for organizations large and small handle data, providing robust and
efficient access in ways not offered by spreadsheets and other types of data stores. This book is also useful for web developers and
programmers interested in adding MySQL to their skill sets. Topics include: Installation and basic administration ; Introduction to databases
and SQL ; Functions, subqueries, and other query enhancements ; Improving database performance ; Accessing MySQL from popular
languages" --

How to Find a Black Cat in a Dark Room
Japanese-style shoji screens are translucent, wooden-lattice panels that subtly transform light and space and add an elegant touch to any
decor. This book contains all the information you need to design and make shoji for your own home or apartment. Features * Notes on
aesthetics and design fundamentals * Complete how-to guide covering basic construction methods, screen materials, and wood selection *
Home projects, including window inserts, sliding and hanging screens, glass panel shoji, double- and single-sided shoji, skylight shoji,
decorative wall boxes, and floor and table lanterns * Introduction to Japanese hand tools and planing and joinery techniques * Sample lattice
patterns, photographs, and line drawings for design and remodeling ideas * List of suppliers

The CRPG Book: A Guide to Computer Role-Playing Games
Reading other peoples' love letters brings out the voyeur in most of us. These deeply personal communications have the power to make us
blush or, at the very least, to let us observe a tender moment in the lives of others. With Love: Artists' Letters and Illustrated Notes, a
selection of more than forty affectionate communiqués and rare photographs from the Smithsonian's Archives of American Art, provides a
glimpse into the private affairs of some of our greatest creative minds, celebrating romantic and familial love, as well as friendship. This
beautifully designed book is a treasury of love letters, illustrated poetry, collages, and drawings in various media from renowned talent such
as Frida Kahlo, Ee ro Saarinen, Lee Krasner, and Gio Ponti. A separate section containing complete transcriptions of all the supplementary
materials further enriches this fascinating, visually rich, and collectible volume.
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Dorothea Lange
Reviews over 400 seminal games from 1975 to 2015. Each entry shares articles on the genre, mod suggestions and hints on how to run the
games on modern hardware.

Break Down Inventory
In his fourth book of essays, acclaimed cultural critic Arthur Krystal surveys the world of letters in its academic, literary, and populist
incarnations--just to make sure those divisions still apply. What he finds is that the ground has shifted. With Lionel Trilling at his back, Krystal
casts a cold eye on contemporary culture and discerns a lack of discrimination between the truly great and the merely good, and the fairly
good and just plain bad. Critical but not angst-ridden, he deplores tunnel vision on both sides of the culture wars. Presumptive cultural
boundaries have no place here. Krystal admires Bob Dylan and Elmore Leonard without including them in a purely literary pantheon. He
endorses the Great Books without necessarily voting the Republican ticket. In essays about the meaning of the novel, the role of music in
poetry, genre fiction vs. literary fiction, the contributions of the superlative critic Erich Auerbach, and the strange alliance of neurology and
aesthetics, as well as in lighter pieces about reviewing and list-making, Krystal brings his own brand of discriminating intelligence to a
spectrum of received opinions whose flaws and cracks otherwise go unnoticed.

More Than Words
Some are mild mannered geeks, others mad geniuses or street-smart city dwellers driven to action. These are the men and women behind
the masks and tights of America’s most beloved superheroes. But these aren’t the stories of the heroes’ hidden alter egos or secret
identities…these are the stories of their creators! Leaping Tall Buildings: The Origins of American Comics gives you the truth about the history
of the American comic book—straight from the revolutionary artists and writers behind them. From the founders of the popular comics website
Graphic NYC—writer Christopher Irving and photographer Seth Kushner—comes the firsthand accounts of the comic book’s story, from its
birth in the late 1930s to its current renaissance on movie screens and digital readers everywhere. Kushner’s evocative photography
captures the subjects that Irving profiles in a hard-hitting narrative style derived from personal interviews with the legends of the art, all of
which is accompanied by examples of their work in the form of original art, sketches, and final panels and covers. The creators profiled
include Captain America creator Joe Simon, Marvel guru Stan Lee, Mad magazine’s fold-out artist Al Jaffee, visionary illustrator Neal Adams
(Batman), underground paragon Art Spiegelman (Maus), X-Men writer Chris Claremont, artist/writer/director Frank Miller (Sin City, 300),
comic analyst Scott McCloud (Understanding Comics), American Splendor’s Harvey Pekar, painter Alex Ross (Kingdom Come),
multitalented artist and designer Chris Ware (Acme Novelty Library), artist Jill Thompson (Sandman), and more. Leaping Tall Buildings, like
comics themselves, uses both words and images to tell the true story of the comic’s birth and evolution in America. It is a comprehensive
look at the medium unlike any other ever compiled covering high and low art, mass market work and niche innovations. It is the story of an art
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form and an insider’s look at the creative process of the artists who bring our heroes to life.

Pablo Picasso, Gertrude Stein
In a crucial shift within posthumanistic media studies, Bernhard Siegert dissolves the concept of media into a network of operations that
reproduce, displace, process, and reflect the distinctions fundamental for a given culture. Cultural Techniques aims to forget our traditional
understanding of media so as to redefine the concept through something more fundamental than the empiricist study of a medium’s
individual or collective uses or of its cultural semantics or aesthetics. Rather, Siegert seeks to relocate media and culture on a level where the
distinctions between object and performance, matter and form, human and nonhuman, sign and channel, the symbolic and the real are still in
the process of becoming. The result is to turn ontology into a domain of all that is meant in German by the word Kultur. Cultural techniques
comprise not only self-referential symbolic practices like reading, writing, counting, or image-making. The analysis of artifacts as cultural
techniques emphasizes their ontological status as “in-betweens,” shifting from firstorder to second-order techniques, from the technical to the
artistic, from object to sign, from the natural to the cultural, from the operational to the representational. Cultural Techniques ranges from
seafaring, drafting, and eating to the production of the sign-signaldistinction in old and new media, to the reproduction of anthropological
difference, to the study of trompe-l’oeils, grids, registers, and doors. Throughout, Siegert addresses fundamental questions of how
ontological distinctions can be replaced by chains of operations that process those alleged ontological distinctions within the ontic. Grounding
posthumanist theory both historically and technically, this book opens up a crucial dialogue between new German media theory and
American postcybernetic discourses.

101+ Great Ideas for Libraries and Friends
An inquiry into what it is about our experiences and cultures that brings out the differences and reveals the similarities in us as humans
beings, in the vein of Malcolm Gladwell and Daniel Kahneman. Jacob Burak is on a quest to answer the question “are we as human beings,
who are separated by different cultures and experiences, similar or different?” Through the lens of behavioural studies, we see how, while
our approaches differ and often conflict, we all strive for similar things: love, acceptance, power and understanding. How to Find a Black Cat
in a Dark Room offers the latest scientific studies of human behaviour alongside accessible anecdotes to examine the universal human
experiences of comparing ourselves to others, the need to belong, the urge to achieve and the anxiety and uncertainty of life itself. More
importantly, Burak shows us how, in understanding these behavioural patterns, we learn that we are actually more alike than we are different;
that our rivals often make us stronger; and that being trusting can help us live longer. With his inquisitive nature, logical thinking and engaging
style, Burak examines whether it is destiny or personality that controls our lives, through intriguing subjects such as: • What are the ten rules
for happiness that are entirely under our control? • Why do smart people make stupid mistakes? • What distinguishes bureaucrats and
entrepreneurs? • What are the psychological differences between liberals and conservatives? • In what circumstances is it right to surrender
our privacy? • Does it pay to trust people?
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The Rosaleen Moldenhauer Memorial
The idiosyncratic curriculum from the Professor of Interdisciplinary Creativity will teach you how to draw and write your story Hello students,
meet Professor Skeletor. Be on time, don’t miss class, and turn off your phones. No time for introductions, we start drawing right away. The
goal is more rock, less talk, and we communicate only through images. For more than five years the cartoonist Lynda Barry has been an
associate professor in the University of Wisconsin–Madison art department and at the Wisconsin Institute for Discovery, teaching students
from all majors, both graduate and undergraduate, how to make comics, how to be creative, how to not think. There is no academic lecture in
this classroom. Doodling is enthusiastically encouraged. Making Comics is the follow-up to Barry's bestselling Syllabus, and this time she
shares all her comics-making exercises. In a new hand-drawn syllabus detailing her creative curriculum, Barry has students drawing
themselves as monsters and superheroes, convincing students who think they can’t draw that they can, and, most important, encouraging
them to understand that a daily journal can be anything so long as it is hand drawn. Barry teaches all students and believes everyone and
anyone can be creative. At the core of Making Comics is her certainty that creativity is vital to processing the world around us.

Getting Things Done
FOLUSA's (Friends of Libraries U.S.A.) groups constantly produce new ideas and inventive strategies for helping libraries and their
communities. Here are more than 100 simple, innovative, and tested marketing and fundraising ideas collected from friends groups across
the country.

Ten Strategies of a World-Class Cybersecurity Operations Center
An artist's unique voice is their calling card. It's what makes each of their works vital and particular. But developing such singular artistry
requires effort and persistence. Bestselling author, artist, and illustrator Lisa Congdon brings her expertise to this guide to the process of
artistic self-discovery. Featuring advice from Congdon herself and interviews with a roster of established artists, illustrators, and creatives,
this one-of-a-kind book will show readers how to identify and nurture their own visual identity, navigate the influence of artists they admire,
push through fear and insecurity, and appreciate the value of their personal journey.

Carrie's War
Accompanying the 2001 exhibition that made its debut at a shop in Oxford Street, London, this title is in effect an inventory of the possessions
that were broken down into their component parts during the installation.

The Hotei Encyclopedia of Japanese Woodblock Prints
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Including the work of Nan Goldin, Graciela Iturbide, Julia Margaret Cameron, Lisette Model and Dorothea Lange, this collection includes 55
key photographs from each, giving a chronological overview of the main themes and ideas behind their photography.

Jim Dine
Pablo Picasso(1881–1973) is the colossus of 20th Century art, legendary for his gargantuan capacities for both consuming life and producing
art. Gertrude Stein(1874–1946) was an art critic, one of the first collectors of Cubism, and author ofThe Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas.

Learning MySQL and MariaDB
A must for letterpress enthusiasts and graphic designers, this is a covetable showcase of Alan Kitching's font collection. Each page has been
carefully created by Alan Kitching in collaboration with Angus Hyland, making this book a work of art in its own right. Presented as an A to Z,
each letter is interspersed with complete alphabets giving the reader access to a large range of fonts to reference in their own work.

Illuminating Fashion
Measuring and Monitoring Biological Diversity is the first book to provide comprehensive coverage of standard methods for biodiversity
sampling of amphibians, with information on analyzing and using data that will interest biologists in general. In this manual, nearly fifty
herpetologists recommend ten standard sampling procedures for measuring and monitoring amphibian and many other populations. The
contributors discuss each procedure, along with the circumstances for its appropriate use. In addition, they provide a detailed protocol for
each procedure's implementation, a list of necessary equipment and personnel, and suggestions for analyzing the data. The data obtained
using these standard methods are comparable across sites and through time and, as a result, are extremely useful for making decisions
about habitat protection, sustained use, and restoration—decisions that are particularly relevant for threatened amphibian populations.

CDC Yellow Book 2018: Health Information for International Travel
Mind Your Business is a guide and workbook for entrepreneurs who want to turn their creative passions into money-makers. Author Ilana
Griffo shares the approachable formula that helped turn her side-hustle into a six-figure design studio. From first steps to long-term planning,
Mind Your Business includes: Inspiration & advice from successful entrepreneurs A branding template for professional polish Worksheets to
identify your ideal customers An editorial calendar to plan creative content Legal overview & sample contract to protect your ass(ets) Tips to
build a successful & engaging online presence SEO tips to get your business noticed Budget & tax tools to keep your business in the black
You're in the driver's seat. Mind Your Business is for creative spirits, list lovers, go-getters, and driven entrepreneurs. It's the training wheels
for your business--a sidekick, a reference, a guidebook, and the fuel for your creative journey.
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This Thing We Call Literature
From the weekly shopping list to the Ten Commandments, our lives are shaped by lists. Whether dashed off as a quick reminder, or carefully
constructed as an inventory, this humble form of documentation provides insight into its maker's personal habits and decision-making
processes. This is especially true for artists, whose day-to-day acts of living and art-making overlap and inform each other. Artists' lists shed
uncover a host of unbeknownst motivations, attitudes, and opinions about their work and the work of others. Lists presents almost seventy
artifacts, including "to do" lists, membership lists, lists of paintings sold, lists of books to read, lists of appointments made and met, lists of
supplies to get, lists of places to see, and lists of people who are "in." At times introspective, humorous, and resolute, but always revealing
and engaging, Lists is a unique firsthand account of American cultural history that augments the personal biographies of some of the most
celebrated and revered artists of thelast two centuries. Many of the lists are historically important, throwing a flood of light on a moment,
movement, or event; others are private, providing an intimate view of an artist's personal life: Pablo Picasso itemized his recommendations
for the Armory Show in 1912; architect Eero Saarinen enumerated the good qualities of the then New York Times art editor and critic Aline
Bernstein, his second wife; sculptor Alexander Calder's address book reveals the whos who of the Parisian avant-garde in the early twentieth
century. In the hands of their creators, these artifacts become works of art in and of themselves. Lists includes rarely seen specimens by Vito
Acconci, Leo Castelli, Joseph Cornell, Hans Hofmann, Franz Kline, Willem de Kooning, Lee Krasner, H. L. Mencken, Robert Motherwell,
Barnett Newman, Jackson Pollock, Richard Pousette-Dart, Robert Rauschenberg, Ad Reinhardt, Mark Rothko, Clyfford Still, and Andrew
Wyeth.

Files
The reign of paper files would seem to be over once files are reduced to the status of icons on computer screens, but Vismann's book, which
examines the impact of the file on Western institutions throughout history, shows how the creation of order in medieval and early modern
administrations makes its returns in computer architecture.

Leaping Tall Buildings
Crazy Love
An irresistible illustrated collection of charming, wise, and hilarious quotations from your favorite authors Why do we go to book readings? For
a chance to see the authors we love come to life off the page, answering our questions and proving to be the brilliant, witty people we catch
glimpses of through their work. Illustrator Kate Gavino captures the wonder of this experience firsthand. At every reading she attends, Kate
hand-letters the event’s most memorable quote alongside a charming portrait of the author. In Last Night’s Reading, Kate takes us on her
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journey through the literary world, sharing illustrated insight from more than one hundred of today’s greatest writers—including Zadie Smith,
Junot Diaz, Lev Grossman, Elizabeth Gilbert, and many more—on topics ranging from friendship and humor to creativity and identity. A
celebration of authors, reading, and bookstores, this delightful collection is an advice book like no other and a love letter to the joy of seeing
your favorite author up close and personal. “Instead of putting together a lengthy play-by-play of the event she witnessed, Gavino records the
best quote, and accompanies it with a colorful sketch of the author. It sounds simple, but the results are striking and unforgettable.”
–Flavorwire "A witty love letter to the literary world." –The Boston Globe From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Curiosities of Janice Lowry
ALLEN/GETTING THINGS DONE

With Love
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A bold work from the author of The Black Swan that challenges many of our long-held beliefs about
risk and reward, politics and religion, finance and personal responsibility In his most provocative and practical book yet, one of the foremost
thinkers of our time redefines what it means to understand the world, succeed in a profession, contribute to a fair and just society, detect
nonsense, and influence others. Citing examples ranging from Hammurabi to Seneca, Antaeus the Giant to Donald Trump, Nassim Nicholas
Taleb shows how the willingness to accept one’s own risks is an essential attribute of heroes, saints, and flourishing people in all walks of
life. As always both accessible and iconoclastic, Taleb challenges long-held beliefs about the values of those who spearhead military
interventions, make financial investments, and propagate religious faiths. Among his insights: • For social justice, focus on symmetry and risk
sharing. You cannot make profits and transfer the risks to others, as bankers and large corporations do. You cannot get rich without owning
your own risk and paying for your own losses. Forcing skin in the game corrects this asymmetry better than thousands of laws and
regulations. • Ethical rules aren’t universal. You’re part of a group larger than you, but it’s still smaller than humanity in general. • Minorities,
not majorities, run the world. The world is not run by consensus but by stubborn minorities imposing their tastes and ethics on others. • You
can be an intellectual yet still be an idiot. “Educated philistines” have been wrong on everything from Stalinism to Iraq to low-carb diets. •
Beware of complicated solutions (that someone was paid to find). A simple barbell can build muscle better than expensive new machines. •
True religion is commitment, not just faith. How much you believe in something is manifested only by what you’re willing to risk for it. The
phrase “skin in the game” is one we have often heard but rarely stopped to truly dissect. It is the backbone of risk management, but it’s also
an astonishingly rich worldview that, as Taleb shows in this book, applies to all aspects of our lives. As Taleb says, “The symmetry of skin in
the game is a simple rule that’s necessary for fairness and justice, and the ultimate BS-buster,” and “Never trust anyone who doesn’t have
skin in the game. Without it, fools and crooks will benefit, and their mistakes will never come back to haunt them.”

Shoji
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THE ESSENTIAL WORK IN TRAVEL MEDICINE -- NOW COMPLETELY UPDATED FOR 2018 As unprecedented numbers of travelers
cross international borders each day, the need for up-to-date, practical information about the health challenges posed by travel has never
been greater. For both international travelers and the health professionals who care for them, the CDC Yellow Book 2018: Health Information
for International Travel is the definitive guide to staying safe and healthy anywhere in the world. The fully revised and updated 2018 edition
codifies the U.S. government's most current health guidelines and information for international travelers, including pretravel vaccine
recommendations, destination-specific health advice, and easy-to-reference maps, tables, and charts. The 2018 Yellow Book also addresses
the needs of specific types of travelers, with dedicated sections on: · Precautions for pregnant travelers, immunocompromised travelers, and
travelers with disabilities · Special considerations for newly arrived adoptees, immigrants, and refugees · Practical tips for last-minute or
resource-limited travelers · Advice for air crews, humanitarian workers, missionaries, and others who provide care and support overseas
Authored by a team of the world's most esteemed travel medicine experts, the Yellow Book is an essential resource for travelers -- and the
clinicians overseeing their care -- at home and abroad.

100 Great Children's Picturebooks
A comprehensive study of dress in Northern Europe from the early fourteenth century to the beginning of the Renaissance, Illuminating
Fashion is the first thorough study of the history of fashion in this period based solely on firmly dated or datable works of art. It draws on
illuminated manuscripts, early printed books, tapestries, paintings, and sculpture from museums and libraries around the world. "Symbolism
and metaphors are buried in the art of fashion,” says Roger Wieck, the editor of Illuminating Fashion. Examining the role of social customs
and politics in influencing dress, at a time of rapid change in fashion, this fully illustrated volume demonstrates the richness of such
symbolism in medieval art and how artists used clothing and costume to help viewers interpret an image. At the heart of the work is A
Pictorial History of Fashion, 1325 to 1515, an album of over 300 illustrations with commentary. This is followed by a comprehensive glossary
of medieval English and French clothing terms and an extensive list of dated and datable works of art. Not only can this fully illustrated
volume be used as guide to a fuller understanding of the works of art, it can also help date an undated work; reveal the shape and structure
of actual garments; and open up a picture’s iconographic and social content. It is invaluable for costume designers, students and scholars of
the history of dress and history of art, as well as those who need to date works of art.

Last Night's Reading
On visiting the Glyptothek in Munich in 1984, Jim Dine was inspired to create a book of prints that would be his own Glyptothek. In the winters
of 1987 and 1988 in Venice, Dine began realising this wish, making forty drawings in preparation for the prints. The Glyptotek Drawings
shows the drawings in their entirety - rigorous creations on translucent paper that incorporate media such as charcoal, ink and pastel. This
book presents an eloquent, stand-alone suite of drawings in Dine's oeuvre and evidences his ongoing engagement with antique art.
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